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T O  T H E  P I A N O  B U R N I N G  O N  T H E  B E A C H

Now I have enjoyed a perfect exhilaration
(that was part and parcel of God)
as I call Nature and the words of Jesus
Christ as they are, printed in red. 
Such was the cacophony and calamity
of the burning instrument, sounding like a harp
strummed by strikes of wind and fire.
(No plinking toy, as the piano’s wire strings
mimicked the sound of the Celestial Spheres
grinding against the Great Chain.)
Sea winds, not fingers, fanned the flames.
(Though to us it sounded as if someone played.)
The hottest flames produced the highest notes,
and blasts of sand made percussion of the keys.
Loose sands plucked grace notes on the strings.
The piano—burning in stages and in parts—made
more complex music than Earth had ever heard.
Its upright lid crashed down in an explosion 
of crazy fireballs the piney woods sucked in.
Sprung wires snapped and echoed in the updrafts;
they made a whining sound jerking in the air,
like the mourning of a hundred violins.
In the middle of such chaos, the Gnostic Jesus said,

“If you bring forth what is within you, it will save you.
If you have nothing within you, you will die.”
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The burning piano made such music the entire time,
burning in its sandy centrifuge, it made a Dresden
of its fire hole as the diurnal tide came in.
Water changed the tonal quality of the sound,
and softened what was a sustained fortissimo.
Some said the waves themselves then played the keys,
but by midnight the instrument was mostly gone.
Tides still breathed through the strings, like an underwater harp
resembling accordioned filter-plates of baleen. 
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W E  W E N T  H U N T I N G  O F  A N  E V E N I N G

To find the morning wanting. Lit a fire in the sun.
Then burned for Easter last year’s Christmas evergreen.

In that unwholesome air, our faces flushed.
(Heat will leach the sickness out, we thought,
as when a needle nicks a sour hoof
to drain putrescence from a bulb of rot.)

Ducks grew horns here, and their beaks were sealed with slime.

Their necks were weak and creased. They flopped.
We often pulled them up to watch them drop.

Is this the meat we eat? we asked ourselves.

We plucked them bald, pinning back their skins with poultry pins.
Their cavities we filled with woodland mice and monarch wings.
We milked a muddy broth from fatless bones,
then candied broken livers with lemon rinds.
Ramps and scapes we braided to embolden the fumet.
We soaked the cowl of deckle meat in a sun-warmed bain-marie.
Its despumated froth we turned into a jellied consommé.
Three robins’ eggs were scrambled for a fiddlehead soufflé.
We crisped each duck tongue in snail fat, rendered in a common pail.
Their brains we whisked in bright green cooking oil,
then we brothed with wine the clottings of the fond.
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We wasted nothing so that we would not want.
We ate until the air was full of fur, in fact.
And in such triumph, the sickness rose and fled.

We made a somber march to the spot where our good
dog died and the gaseous skunk grass grew.
Down the sloping grass to the flooded place
where the accidental daffodils fed—
the pale wild ones, papery and nearly white.
Primordial ghosts (so pure and spare), they suck
brown waters through translucent pipes.

We’d drowned catlings here each spring.
And place the wreath into the pool, to watch it hiss and spin.
We longed to be good but were only guilty, at our best.
Not for our riches, but for our faults.
Our goodness gone because we lived.
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T H E  S A I L O R  C A N N O T  S E E  T H E  N O R T H ,  
B U T  H E  K N O W S  T H E  N E E D L E  C A N

It was a monument in the dark: a polished needle 
on the side yard of the nineteenth-century estate 
by the plaster swimming pool, behind the pines.
It was like a weathervane, a compass, or a clock.

The wind could move it, and so could we. 

Near midnight, we pointed its sharp end pondward 
(where the dead children were said to swing)
and pushed one heavy-butted end deeply down …

The stars, the highway, the empty white pool
made a large and windy room for the whirling blade 
to spin, as it was, mounted on a pin,
hinged to swing in all directions.

The needle made a whirling hum.
It was a silky planchette in its glide.
(It took no real heft to make it go.)
Balanced by a counter-levered weight
—a bulbous ballast wrapped in black electrical tape—
the needle moved nearly effortlessly
and simultaneously careened crazily.

We marveled how so light a touch ignited everything.
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Near midnight on New Year’s Eve, we took the needle 
            and threw it down.

It pointed not just toward north or south or east or west.
But to all the points without exacting names, the interstitial 
            directions in-between.

The needle swung and spun, and we laughed
at its spasmodically delirious directionlessness. 
We thrilled to be so free and yet so focused on a single point.
Midnight: it was a whirling needle in the dark,
making sounds of hoisting sails, whine of industry, 
a dry, neglected, unoiled joint—a work of art.
The needle was the central engine for everything!
It climbs, crests, falls, dips, then climbs back up again.
Better to simultaneously hold two opposing ideas,
like happiness and sorrow, in one’s mind together,
than to believe a single needle points to anything.
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B A C K  I N  T H E  P R O V I N C E  L A N D S

Back in the Province Lands, its low-sunken mounds
plateau to higher grounds, presenting to a body
a swarming vista of berry, branch, scrub, and pine.
Monochromatic blacks from the beforeyears,
redolent and present, some gone yellow in the afteryears,
as evermore churns grains and winds upward and away. 
Sands piled to peaks, those peaks scored to hollows, holes,
varied mounds of heretofore and nevermore. Eternal 
accumulation scatters and humps, white upon white.
In the in-between times, black wrack shrinks to a leathery hide.
One can still pop the rubber pods for their amber slime.
Forked, vascular Sertularia, fern garlands, and rockweed: 
all bleed viscous syrups that feed the sugar kelp.
Dead-man’s-fingers, glasswort, spike grass, that spiny sour weed!
Seaweeds zigzag on the beach at the outer reaches of the waves.
Steam rises from these sunbaked welter-cakes.
Avoid the stinking whale intestines popping on the sand.
Look for lumps of ambergris, regurgitated gold.
Haul off full skirts of baleen, those massive sieves
accordioned like crinoline or a string of barrel staves.
Like monsters on a seventeenth-century sovereign map,
tendriled terrors surge up, though it is the whales 
     who are the giant cattle of the sea.
Their ape-like eyes sunk in wrinkled, baggy human lids.
They turn and loll, and sometimes they breach wholly in the air.
Waterspouts like fireworks or faraway Ferris wheels.
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The buoyant whales are mourning as they sing.
They feed their calves lumpish stinking curds for milk
as they glide over a thousand grounded crafts,
figureheaded boats and blunt-nosed vessels—all lagan,
             hulls and masts,
mossy, sodden, and infested black with sucking, waving plants.

Moisture rolls off the banks, making a foggy scrim:
walk directly into it, carrying a V-shaped divining rod
to detect pure water from a spring—here, saltwater changes
everything: the dead bird, half bone, half feathers still.
The shaft of one strong feather—split and curled.
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W E  WA S H E D  O U R  N A P K I N S  A T  T H E  S O D A  L A K E

Because the door still smelled of death, we
could not cross, for the stench and slipperiness.
Because odor enters into a fabric’s weave,
we lifted up our skirts of earthy crinoline,
then scrubbed the saddle down with mint.

Flecked with gory crud, our bad cat deposited a gift.

We preferred outdoor waters to those piped in.
(Inside waters scaled the pipes and hardened hair.
Our soaps were neutered and would not froth.)
Outside, the waters were blank and soft,
   milky white, rolling with gentle salt.
(In summer, the rocks cupped us as the waterfall
drove floats to the bottom of the pit—sticks,
most beautifully boiled, bobbed up
   clean and slippery like a child
   flayed of every strip of skin.
We often gathered them for kindling
   then “burned the baby-bones in Spring.”)

Our darling kitten’s nutsack had been clipped,
while the other’s stomach has gone to flab—
it swings—a rubber curtain when she trots.
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We swept brown and black feathers into a pile,
then transferred bits of wing and leg onto a trowel.
(The central headless core I flipped into a flowerpot.)
With frost, our gift kept fresh and nearly odorless.

Tonight these cats grind their glandular faces into ours,
purring throaty percolations of fake love. Hungry
for offalic fish, they drink can-rendered meats
from the vivid pockets of their pores—then drop
to sleep, hunting mice with twitching paws.
Unlike the thing outside, immobile and vanishing,
becoming hard in parts, and elsewhere liquefied.
At the lake, soap was not a panacea against the soil,
just as mint could not completely clean our door.
Each time the cats mewl for out, they linger at this rim—
then they vault the minted saddle to murder more.
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C O A L  P I L E S  B Y  T H E  G O WA N U S  C A N A L :  
T H E  C O R B E L S  O F  C O I G N E T 

Your lightweight concrete was a sugar shell, 
one poured instead of carved, I thought, as our skiff spun
in circles, one-oared, in the viscous eau de Nile—

From the Italianate window of the Renaissance Easter 
Egg, one spied with telescopes this little city grow 
from stream to humping hill—a kingdom of varied 
industry by the bulwarks and the graving docks.
Bowed promontories were built with scraggle grass 
woven into weirs the color of ochre marmalade.

Once a Sachem fed deeply from a living water well. 

Now violet creosote chars and oily motes feed a greasy snake
whose head is buried further west in a giant sulphurous egg. 

O Coignet! Some soul threw a dozen oysters in the drink,
mimicking the lightness of the paste and the scope 
               of your weightless dream!

Here, this river threads itself through the Medieval arch, 
by the palisades, the faded planks, then under the BQE, 
where metal scraps have been divided into light and dark. 

What purpose the little arch? To divide the water into a two-tined fork? 
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Water doesn’t thread like a needle, Coignet, one cannot knot it to a stopping ball.

It’s a living gas, our stunted Thames, our River Styx. 
The Boatmen know how water makes its constant way. 
The water moves through the arch and rejoins itself.
A mended mind. A confluence of rolling time.

Our skiff floats above the mercuries and iron darks.
The liver-colored contaminates of the purple pond, 
   a liver-colored sluice of liver loams.
Does the water rejoin itself in glory? Bring us asunder.
The little boat cannot pass through, oily snake, for you are hungry.
The pylons hug the water and the waste, 
               the waste of the material world?
Through its industrial fingers, the water is being eaten by the world,
               the world is being eaten by the world. 
Or at least that is as it seems—since you last rode here, 
Monsieur Coignet, they have filled in all the streams.
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T O  T H E  S A U G A T U C K  R I V E R  A N D  I T S  S O U R C E  
A T  S U G A R  H O L L O W,  W E S T P O R T,  C O N N E C T I C U T

Morning river-sounds and building-sounds. Knocks 
and bangs of wooden beams spinning on chains in air.
By the highway, the half-buried water well is a little house
next to the upturned root system of a druid’s dream.
This is the river that flows out from its source.
Then under Peter’s Bridge, under the train trestle,
past the blue and white sailboats of Stony Point.
This river bends by the pedestrian path, flows past
the benches dedicated to our library’s doyens.
The riverhead, its mouth of shaggy gaseous banks,
disgorges onto the mosquitoey island of Cockenoe,
then moves out farther than one can see from shoreline or from dock.
River like a crepuscular cowl, a gray-furred animal
with alien eyes hunting warm-blooded morning mice.
Overnight it snowed a 1970s snow and the river froze,
turning Riverside into a tunnel of towering beatitudes.
The juncture of Imperial and Post is now a frozen world.
Past the Masonic Temple, right-angled to our oldest 
clapboard church, all the town’s life a toile on a winter hill,
sledding as if there were no such thing as Death and Rot.
The emerald-headed mallard and his nest-colored mate
bundle mulch and feathers on an icy shelf and wait.
Abundant blood in the leaves and in their histories.
The stone walls running through dense woods
are like Roman ships built inside the Coliseum.
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Or a paper ship pulled upright inside a bottle.
Now half done, behind my head, the river moves. 
Saugatuck, river of the Paugussett—tribe of the tidal flats.  
I sleep at angles to its feeding streams that flow
imperceptibly underneath my borrowed bed.
I lie against the direction they move: downhill,
as the dying deer lies still, head under its heart.
When it dies, where does it go? Into the Saugatuck,
the wide-open mouth of movement and flow.
Eventually it will be flushed out past Cockenoe.
But its hooves and bones return full circle to the Sound.
If this had been your town, you would understand.  




